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QUESTION 1

Your MySQL Database Service system is automatically backed up between midnight and 1 AM. What must you do to
change the starting time to 4 AM? 

A. Use the mysqlbackup command to establish a 4 AM backup start time. 

B. Edit the OCI MySQL DB System Details to set the Enable Automatic Backups time to 4 AM. 

C. Update the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) MySQL DB System Details page to specify the 4 AM backup window
start time. 

D. From the Edit MySQL DB System Details page, select Backup Window and set the start time to 4 AM. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Resources are allocated to the DB system based on the shape selected. Which TWO are options for a DB system?
(Choose all correct answers) 

A. Two-node bare metal servers with 512 GB memory and locally attached drives 

B. Two-node virtual machine X7 with Block Storage which can be scaled up 

C. One-node bare metal server with up to 52 OCPU cores and locally attached drives to the system 

D. One-node virtual machine XS with 24 OCPU cores 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 3

What NoSQL Database Cloud Service API statement can be used to adjust table capacity? 

A. tableRequest 

B. tableunits 

C. tableLimits 

D. tableProvision 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

You are asked to create a MySQL Database Service system. You can log in to the group\\'s Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
tenancy and access the assigned compartment, and all policies have been configured and tested. What is the next step



to create a MySQL Database Service? 

A. Create a Virtual Cloud Network by using the VCN Wizard. 

B. Create a Linux compute instance. 

C. Create the MySQL DB system. 

D. Connect to the MySQL Database Service system endpoint. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which three statements are true regarding MySQL Database Service HeatWave? (Choose all correct answers) 

HeatWave uses periodic long-running ETL batch jobs to refresh the data. 

A. Heatwave is a in-memory,query-processing engine designed for fast execution of analytic queries. 

B. Heatwave is Exclusively available in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. 

C. Heatwave uses machine learning to automate operations, increasing DBA productivity and reducing costs. 

D. HeatWave data which is needed for analytic processing is stored in disk files. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 6

Which tool should you use to run the LIST FLASHCACHE DETAIL command in the Exadata Cloud Service
environment? 

A. cellcli 

B. OCI CLI 

C. dbaascli 

D. exacli 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

You want to connect to your MySQL DB system\\'s endpoint. You create an Oracle Linux computeinstance on the same
Virtual Cloud Network as your MySQL DB system. 

Which TWO actions must you perform to connect to your MySQL Database Service system? (Choose all correct
answers) 



A. Install the MySQL client on your local computer. 

B. Define a SQL Developer connection in your MySQL Database Service database system. 

C. Connect to your database system by using the MySQL client on the Linux compute instance. 

D. ssh into the compute instance from your local machine. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

 

QUESTION 8

What information is required to connect to the NoSQL Database Cloud Service? 

A. API signing key, adminID, user ID 

B. signing key fingerprint, API signing key, tenancy OCID 

C. user ID, tenancy ID, component ID 

D. tenancy 1D, passphrase, handshake key 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

You enable automatic backups on your Exadata Cloud@Customer.? 

A. database archivelog files 

B. database control files 

C. Transparent Data Encryption (TDE) keystore (wallet) 

D. server parameter file (SP file) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

You define a maintenance window for your MySQL DB systems. When the automatic maintenance process takes place,
which TWO activities does the system perform while its status is set to UPDATING? (Choose all correct answers) 

A. It patches the MySQL server itself along withany underlying hardware. 

B. It analyzes, rebuilds, and optimizes MySQL database tables and indexes. 

C. It patches the underlying operating system of the MySQL database. 



D. It upgrades the associated compute instance to the latest Linux operating system version. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 11

You are asked to measure useful quantitative data about a MySQL Database Service system. You must provide
information such as current connection information, statement activity, latency, and host OCPU, memory, and disk I/O
utilization. Which THREE Oracle Cloud Infrastructuremonitoring methods should you use? (Choose all correct answers) 

A. data points 

B. metrics 

C. notifications 

D. alarms 

E. queries 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 12

Which TWO statements are true when deciding which Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) region to register an Exadata
Cloud@Customer infrastructure in? (Choose all correct answers) 

A. Exadata Cloud@Customer is hosted in a customer data center so the Exadata infrastructure is not registered in an
OCI region. 

B. Consider any business policies or regulations that preclude the use of a particular region. 

C. Consider the physical proximity of the region you register the infrastructure in to your data center. 

D. The Exadata Cloud@Customerregion can be changed after the infrastructure is created. 

E. Consider which availability domain (within the region) to create the Exadata Cloud@Customer infrastructure in. 

Correct Answer: AB 
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